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GEOLOGY IN THE VERNACULAR

Progress Edition, w/pic

IS DAVID ALT'S SPECIALTY
By Kathy Mensing-Rehbeiri
UM Publications and Media Relations
MISSOULA—
Raindrop splash, earthworms, and meandering streams.

More than subjects of

prose and poetry, they are forces that affect the topography around us.

And they are

the major topics of discussion in University of Montana Professor David Alt's intro
ductory course to geology.
"Science is not so difficult that people on the street can't understand it," he
said in a recent interview.

"There's nothing sacred about it.

difficult when science is placed in jargon.

Students just find it

But most scientific ideas can be taken

from jargon and put into the vernacular."
So Alt draws teacups on the overhead screen while as many as 300 students watch.
When a drip of liquid falls into a cup of tea, he explains, a splash forces small
droplets to spray over the sides of the cup and onto the saucer.

So it is with

raindrops falling from the sky, splashing droplets of mud in all directions as they
hit the earth.

Believe it or not, over time raindrip splash moves enough mud to be

considered a geologic force.
This is geology in the vernacular.
Though the practice is not always appreciated by academics, Alt has made it his
hobby to bring geology out of the ivory tower.

And, he is one of the few scholars

working to bring science down to the level where it is interesting to large numbers of
people.

He and UM colleague Donald Hyndman have written three books on "Roadside

Geology," pointing out formations visible from the roads of Western Montana and
Northern Idaho, Oregon, and Northern California.

The books have been selling well

since the first one, "Roadside Geology of the Northern Rockies," was written in 1972.

ALT--add one
"In geology, the subject just surrounds us," Alt said.

"But go to any book

store; you'll find dozens of books on birds, trees, wild flowers, stars, everything
you can think of except geology.
writing books.

Or at least it was that way until we started

Those books on rocks and minerals just don't pack it, because

geology is a local affair."
And what could be more local than discussing Glacial Lake Missoula's 35 shore
lines that are visible as horizontal lines on Mount Sentinel?

Or the black stripes

(basalt dikes) and fossilized mudcracks, ripple marks, and raindrop imprints in the
roadcuts of Prickly Pear Canyon near Wolf Creek?

Or the ponds around Ninepipes

National Wildlife Refuge north of St. Ignatius that were formed by large blocks
of ice that melted after the last ice age?
Judging by the demand for the "Roadside Geology" books and for Alt and Hyndman's
geologic guide to Glacier Park, more and more people are appreciating popular geology.
In fact, though the two authors are working on another book, on Washington's roadside
geology, they can't keep up with the demand.

The publisher has asked other authors

to expand the series, covering Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Wyoming.
Alt said his time for the past few years has been taken up by the "all-absorbing
process" of writing a college-level
out late next year.

introductory geology textbook scheduled to be

He said he'd like to title it "Rocks I Have Known," but the

publisher wasn't really hot on the idea.
In addition, Alt writes a non-technical geology column in the bi-monthly
Montana Magazine.

He also serves on the Missoula County Planning Commission.

Besides teaching and writing, Alt pursues his hobby in other ways.

He and

Hyndman, as a public service, have agreed to suggest sites for potential natural
landmarks to the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service ("That used to be the
Park Service," he said, "until President Carter came in and simplified the bureaucracy.")

Alt--add two

"We have no say as to whether they are included in the national landmark
system," Alt said.
cratic machine.

"Our suggestions will just be fed into one end of the bureau

It will churn for a couple of years.

Then something will poop out

the other end."
Sites that Hyndman and Alt will suggest include Chief Cliff on Flathead Lake,
Chief Mountain near the east end of Glacier Park, Sun River Canyon near Augusta,
Kootenai Falls between Libby and Troy, Rainbow Lake north of Plains, Square Butte
near Great Falls, and about 200 others.
Alt laughs when he admits that he has become sonewhat of a celebrity.

"I don't

know how many thousands of students have gone through my 101 classes, and they all
know me.

I don't know them, but they know me.

One time my wife and I were driving

down a street in Sausilito, California, and these people flagged us down.
had taken my class and recognized me.

They

They were living on a houseboat, and nothing

would do but that we had to go down and see their houseboat."
Even when he enters the state prison yard at Deer Lodge to teach extension
courses to the inmates, Alt said, some of the prisoners recognize him from when they
took a class at the university.
"It's crazy.

I'm known inside the pen and out."

But while Alt's techniques and humor have inspired many, he said others have a
difficult time appreciating the wonders of rocks, and some of his projects have
produced "grass roots groundswells of apathy."
But for those so inclined, understanding for the first time the meanders of a
stream or the folds of a rock, or hearing of the volume of earth a worm moves gives
a great appreciation for the landscape, which is, after all, "geology with trees
growing on it."
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